INTEGRATION GUIDE

INTEGRATION EXAMPLE
FOR X12ULTRA
Octominer AutoFan will regulate the case input fan speed to
keep the GPU core and memory temperatures in the Optimal
range. Adding the possibility to adjust the minimum and maximum speed limiters.
Monitor the individual speed of all 5 case fans. Detect if any of
them have failed or are out of sync.
Monitor accurate power draw from the wall. Octominer rigs in
Hive OS display the actual power draw from the wall, not the
estimated power draw of GPUs combined.
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HOW TO USE OCTOMINER
SMART FAN CONTROLLER
Click on the little Octominer logo on the Hive OS toolbar which
will open the Octominer special settings tab. This icon is only
visible in HIVE OS when using Octominer hardware.
Manually set the case fans speed if your ambient temperature is
always steady and you know the optimal speed needed for the
case fans to work. A good manual fan speed setting is usually between 50-70% depending on the ambient temperature and GPUs
used.
Enable the “AutoFan ON” setting by toggling the switch next to it. If
the toggle color is green then the AutoFan On setting is enabled. If
this setting is turned on, then the case fans will regulate themselves based on the input parameters. A good setting here is to
set the minimum fan speed at 40%, maximum fan speed at 80%
and target core temperature between 48-65 degrees. (depending
on the ambient temperature and GPUs used).
Under “Advanced Settings” you can click the “Recalibrate” button
if the “EXTERNAL FANS” percentage is not displaying correctly
or if you see additional fans with 0% speed. This will speed up
the case fans to max RPM and recalibrate them to the system.

HOW TO GET AN ADVANCED
REPORT OF THE FULL TELEMETRY
Under the special Octominer settings tab, please click “Advanced Settings” on the
bottom area to expand it and reveal all the options. Click on the “Get report” button.
After around 10-20 seconds a full system telemetry readout report will be generated
that has a detailed breakdown of all the important data, such as: the fan speed RPM,
full PSU telemetry, environmetal sensor readout and much more.

Smart power supply telemetry readout example:
AC:

Vac = 232.7V

Iac = 0.50A

Pac = 105.0W

DC:

Vdc = 12.20V

Idc = 7.4A

Pdc = 94.0W

TEMPS:

T1 = 25.9°C

T2 = 27.5°C

FAN = 1525RPM

PEAKS:

Pac = 111.0W

Idc = 9.4A

Wac = 0.003kWH

PSU READOUT EXPLANATION GUIDE:
Vac= Input AC Voltage
Iac= AC Current
Vdc= Output DC Voltage
Idc= DC Current
T1= PSU Input Temperature
T2= PSU outputTemperature
Pac= Total power consumption Pac= AC Power consumption in watts
from the wall
Pdc= DC POwer consumption in
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EXAMPLE OF THE
FULL TELEMETRY
REPORT
After pressing the “Get report” button under the Advanced
Settings, you will get a blue text notification showing the
generated report. Please click on it to reveal the full system
telemetry report. Here you have the breakdown for all the
system components:
full readout of all the individual PSUs, how much power
they individually draw, what the temperatures and their fan
speeds.

In the report, you will also see the speed in (RPM) of each
individual case fans. For X12ULTRA there will be 5 fans and
for the X8ULTRA you will see 4 fans.

Under this area you will also see the Bosch BME280 climate sensor readout. Which will display the temperature,
humidity and air pressure. This is also displayed in Hive OS
in the bottom of the detailed mining rig page.

MORE INFO ON POWER & ENVIRONMENTAL
At the bottom of the page, you can see a breakdown of all the important Octominer smart hardware readouts for the
individual mining rig. These readouts will only be available here on Octominer rigs, Hive OS automatically detects the
Octominer smart hardware and shows all the relevant data. Individual fan speeds, mining rig input and exhaust
tempreatures, humidity and air pressure, PSU intake and exhaust air and the actual power draw from the wall on the full
rig and also the individual breakdown of all the PSUs. To see the data for each individual PSU, just hover your mouse over
the power readout which can be found at the bottom of the page. Here you will see the actual power consumption drawn
from the wall(not estimated power consumption readings from the software like on non Octominer mining rigs).

HOVER OVER TO SEE THE FULL READOUT OF ALL THE PSUS
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Smart Conﬁgurable LED’s

SMART HARDWARE
WATCHDOG & FAN
CONTROLLER
Full integration allows the smart hardware
watchdog and fan controller to automatically
regulate the case fan speed and keep the GPU
temperatures in the optimal zone. It is possible to

4 Programmable LED that can help troubleshoot problematic
rigs and save time during farm management.

RED - System Drive Activity
GREEN - System Power Status
ORANGE - Error Debug
The orange LED will slow blink if the system has a larger
than normal amount of bad shares and fast blink if there
are any serious errors in the mining OS.

choose the "optimal temperature" range in the

BLUE - HW WATCHDOG HEART BEAT

mining OS, set the minimum RPM, lock the fans into

Once the system has booted up and the Hardware

a set RPM using the manual adjustment. The

Watchdog Smart Fan Controller has established a link

hardware watchdog will reboot a frozen rig

with the mining it will have a slow “heat beat” blink to in-

automatically after the microcontroller detects that

dicate successful link to the OS.

the rig has frozen and needs a reboots.

PURPLE - Custom Feature
Possible to program it for any custom feature.

LET OUR SMART HARDWARE
DO THE WORK FOR YOU!

WHITE - FIND RIG
Turn the bright white LED on from your mining
dashboard to help quickly find a rig in your mining farm.

WE MADE THE CHOICE EASY FOR YOU

